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Ajay Poonia

Editor's Note
I am delighted to introduce Founder Talks

new Founder Talks Magazine. We started

amid breakout of pandemic Covid19 in May

2020. The objective of this e-magazine is to

publish up-to-date, high-quality and original

inspiring stories of businesses alongside

relevant and insightful reviews.

We connected with a few friends at first who
were running their own business and
requested if they could spare some time by
sharing their knowledge and experience. We
built a basic website which can contain
information about the influencers and we
would talk about ideas and challenges of
different fields and started sharing their
interviews on a YouTube channel by the name
of Founder Talks. Our first ever interview was
published on 7th June 2020, almost a month
after foundertalks.pro website was launched.
Our first guest was Yog guru Anil Panu Ji
who talked about his journey and how we can
stay fit with yoga from home amid lockdown
without going out.

We had a great conversation with First Indian
Pro Boxer Pradeep Sihag, who joined us from
Australia to share his struggles on the way to
success. This was very popular among
viewers. We expanded our team to get more
reach and we had contributors from all over
the country.It was an exciting time for us. We
had support from experts, influencers and
achievers from different industries. Some of
our notable contributors are Mr. Vidya
Bhushan, Cofounder Daalchini Technologies,
Mr. Arpit Arora, Passive Income Coach, Ms.
Nidhi Jain, Founder, German Gyan. At this
point I would like to mention a few names who
worked hard to begin this journey and create
momentum for this campaign. C Sreenidhi,
Aakash, Nishit, Rhishita and Piyush set
benchmarks from their hard work and
dedication. Best wishes and thank you in
advance for your contribution to the Founder
Talks First Edition.

FOUNDER TALKS



Sana Shaikh & Sephra Abraham are the Co-

founders of Greend India – an online

marketplace for all things vegan, cruelty-free,

eco-friendly & zero waste. Greend is also

India’s first & only 100% vegan & eco-friendly

vegan gift hamper service.

Greend India was conceptualised by a personal

struggle that friends Sana & Sephra felt. The

story goes back to 2017 when Sephra was

already a year old vegan & she inspired Sana to

become a vegan as well. After that, both

friends felt the lack of options & unavailability

of vegan options in India. They found that even

if there were options, they were either too

expensive or imported from elsewhere. So

after three years, they both came together to

form Greend India – a place where products of

all ranges are available & can be delivered to

doorsteps across India. 

Greend India, an
eco-conscious
startup from
Mumbai
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Greend India was conceptualised by a personal struggle that friends Sana & Sephra felt.

The story goes back to 2017 when Sephra was already a year old vegan & she inspired Sana

to become a vegan as well. After that, both friends felt the lack of options & unavailability

of vegan options in India. They found that even if there were options, they were either too

expensive or imported from elsewhere. So after three years, they both came together to

form Greend India – a place where products of all ranges are available & can be delivered

to doorsteps across India. Also to encourage people to turn vegan, Greend India launched

customisable-to-your-budget gift hampers filled with vegan & eco-friendly products,

which one can send to anyone anywhere in India. The idea was to simply give Indians full

access to everything that is vegan & good for the planet.

When one buys from Greend, they are supporting numerous small, local & homegrown

vegan businesses. In over 9 months of operation now, Greend India houses over 100+

brands under one roof! At Greend India, everything from vegan food, to cruelty-free

cosmetics & eco-friendly personal care products are available. 
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Our current category ranges from Vegan food, eco-friendly earthen products,

cruelty-free cosmetics, skin care, body care &plastic-free packaged personal care

products. When Greend started initially, our biggest challenge was to get brands

to associate with us. We were new and young in the industry, so it took us a while

to approach brands. Another challenge was to service PAN India. In the initial two

months of our operation, we serviced only MumbaI as we are located here. Slowly

and steadily, we started servicing PAN India once we figured out logistics.

Greend has a slightly different approach for their business operation. Greend

believes in interacting with customers directly & understanding requirements,

suggesting products accordingly & helping in deciding the budget for gift

hampers. According to the Co-founders, in this era of monotonous websites &

apps, a personal touch goes a long way.

Our goal is to have 1000+ vegan brands associated with us – preferably small &

homegrown vegan business. We also want to be able to service cold-chain

products all over India!Greend is headquartered in Mumbai & our service is

available for PAN India. To place an order with Greend India, Whatsapp on 

+91-9769768713.
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PayKun is the success and hard work of

five friends in Gujarat, who dared to

dream and is accomplishing what they

desired. PayKun is two years old now

and has been continuously growing to

achieve its objectives and goals.

Today, it is considered among the top

payment gateways of India with more

than 10000 merchants onboarded. The

five founders and directors are Nirav

Solanki, Nikunj Yadav, Prashant

Kambad, Vijay Yadav, and Deepak

Dabhi. Deepak Dabhi has been looking

after the Human Resources, Accounts,

and Graphics & Design in the company

as the Chief Finance Officer. 

PAYKUN STANDS OUT FROM OTHERS
PRIMARILY DUE TO THE LOWEST
TRANSACTION CHARGES (TDR) AND THE
BEST CUSTOMER SUPPORT THAT IT
PROVIDES.

THE STORY OF A SUCCESSFUL STARTUP IN
GUJARAT – PAYKUN PAYMENT GATEWAY

F E A T U R E D

Nikunj Yadav plays the role of the Server

Administrator at the company, managing

Server and database. Vijay Yadav is the

Business Development Officer and

handles the legal work and Banking

Procedures. Lastly, Prashant Kambad is

the Chief Technology Officer and has

been developing the Payment Gateway

and related technology, and also handling

the Application Securities & Web

Development.
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Foundation The commencement of PayKun Payment Gateway was the result of their

difficulty in getting a payment gateway for their previously established freelancing

business. They realized how difficult it is to get a merchant account for startups and

SMEs. The PayKun founders had no background or knowledge in the Fintech industry

and were newly graduated in their respective fields. So it almost took 6 months on

research, to know everything regarding the payment gateway requirements and

technology. This way, they started to work on developing their own payment gateway to

render the services and took 2 years in its establishment. They had it launched on August

15, 2018 and got the company officially registered on May 31, 2018. Initially, there was a

staff of only 15, and the company is developed in the tier-3 city of Gujarat. All in all, it

was quite a challenge at the time of inception. However, today it has 50 employees

working on the path of its growth and development. What is PayKun?PayKun is the

payment processor to enable all types of Indian businesses to accept the payments

online. It is PCI DSS compliant and follows AES Encryption Standards, thus, it is a safe

and secure payment gateway that protects the data and funds with its highest security

compliances. It started with the facility of 50 online payment methods and today it has

120+ payment method options, also, it has been processing domestic as well as

international payments. This way, with PayKun the Indian businesses can reach out

globally and easily accept the online payments for the services or products they provide

worldwide. It supports 29+ international currencies and all the major countries in the

world.It has hassle-free integration options with its robust APIs and SDKs. It supports

various websites as well as mobile application platforms such as PHP, Magento, Android,

iOS, WordPress, Python, .Net, Node JS, Java, WHMCS, Prestashop, Opencart, etc for

integrating multiple types of checkouts as per the requirements of the business. It also

gives the Payment Links feature. With the help of these, the merchant can accept online

payments through chatbots, emails, messengers, etc. This feature is very useful in case

you do not have a website/app or do not use a website/app for payment collection. If you

have an offline store or Social Commerce you can simply create a payment link and

provide the ample options to your customer to make payments in a secure way. This

way no POS, Swipe machines or any other device would be required.PayKun stands out

from others primarily due to the lowest transaction charges (TDR) and the best customer

support that it provides. There is no fee for setup and maintenance. The international

transaction discount rates are also very much affordable. Furthermore, its onboarding

process is the fastest and the merchant account can be registered in no time. The

payments of the customers are directly settled in the bank account of the merchant in

the predefined settlement time period.
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PAYKUN

F E A T U R E D The Future

It has been following its purpose

to provide the best services at

the lowest rates in the market.

Its goals include bringing all

Indian merchants under its roof

and provide all possible features

with its online payment

solutions. All the startups, small

businesses, large enterprises, or

individuals would accept digital

payments for their business in

the easiest way. Also, the

customer will get all the

preferred options that they

would like to pay with. PayKun’s

Mission is to empower the

business enterprises of all sizes

and reach out to all segments

with a simple, hassle-free, and

affordable online payment

solution with fast and easy

access to all its services, features,

and processes.
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